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Dear Sir, 

 
 
 
 

Two-man Crewing Aboard Harbour Tugs – Talking in the Negative 
 
 
 
 

In response to the article in the July International Towage & Salvage (ITS) magazine by Capt. Mark Hobbinott 
and at the invitation of the editor for readers to respond I am writing in the hope of encouraging industry to 
take a deep breath and exercise caution with regards to the two-man manning of harbour tugs. 
 
At the ITS 2006 conference in Rotterdam I was having lunch when this topic was raised.  At the table were 
nine prominent industry figures covering a broad spectrum of the towage industry, including construction, 
design, operations, sales and an educational author. 
 
After the others contributing to the conversation had spoken, predominantly in the affirmative, my turn to 
comment came.  I commenced by making the pragmatic observation that I was the only person at the table 
who actually could drive an ASD tug. 
 
A large portion of the towage industry’s managers lack understanding of the high degree of skill and 
concentration required to drive ASD tugs, this in turn contributes to flawed operational decision making. 
 
Each individual who spoke in the affirmative for two-man crewing had a vested interest in supporting its 
implementation.  Being highly intelligent and motivated people (or they would not be at an ITS conference!) 
they were convincing, articulate and forceful in putting forward their reasons. 
 
In Mark’s article, I commend him for raising the topic for debate, he states, “the main barriers to two-man 
manning are technology, statutory requirements and trade unions”.  Mark goes on to say, “technology is 
becoming less of a problem”.  Leaving, I assume statutory governance and trade unions as “the problem”?  
Well are they? 
 
If the acronym SELL is applied to this proposal: 
 is it Save,  
 is it Efficient,  
 is it Legal,  
 is it Logical  

I believe the supporting arguments are found wanting. 
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Having been on both sides of the great divide, that of being a trade union tugmaster and a marine manager, 
including the national marine manager for an Australian towage company, I feel sufficiently knowledgable to 
positively and with balance contribute to the debate. 
 
Currently I own a consultancy business that operates within the towage industry, predominantly focused on 
training, competency checking and auditing of operations.  Insight is gained from having 26 years experience 
as a master or marine manager, including 17 years as tugmaster on large ASD tugs, 12 of those years as a 
training master that has seen me develop my own tugmaster training program via which I have personally 
trained in excess of 100 ASD tugmasters. 
 
Yes, there are some two-man tugs operating in a few countries.  My understanding is they are governed by 
strict operating regulations and are mainly smaller in size and power.   
 
Taking politics out of the equation, the bottom line is all about safe operations and risk management.   
 
State, national and international governing statutory authorities put regulations and contingencies in place to 
ensure safe operations and in the event something does go wrong, there are sufficient resources to give some 
assurance of a positive outcome. 
 
Manning is very much a part of this! 
 
Risk management for tugboats is not just about keeping the tug and its crew safe.  As important is ensuring 
the ship, third party assets and the environment are kept equally as safe.   
 
In the myriad of things that can go horribly wrong during towage operations it is the tug and its crew best 
placed to assist in saving the day. 
 
At these high demand times, if the tug is restricted in its ability to operate and respond at 100% effectiveness 
due to crewing restrictions, I am at a loss to see how we cover the before mentioned SELL principals. 
 
There is no doubt 80% of the time, when all is well and going to plan, any tug can be operated to a reasonable 
extent with a two-man crew.  However, the reality of towage operations is the tug and its crew truly earn their 
keep in the other 20% of their working lives. 
 
Due to the high risk and catastrophic consequences of not getting it right in towage operations a tug and its 
crew have no margin for error.  They have to perform appropriately 100% of the time. 
 
It is when things are not going to plan and operating becomes much more challenging that crewing becomes 
an issue.  For 10% of this higher activity period a two-man crew will manage to some degree but not 
necessarily to a sufficiently high enough standard to ensure the best outcome.   
 
This brings us to the final 10% of operations; Murphy’s Law says it is in the wee hours of the morning, 
everyone is tired; it’s blowing a gale and some drama is unfolding: 
 Ship’s engine fails and it is sheering off into a wharf.  
 Tug’s Z-Peller pod fails and the tug is falling in under the ship’s counter.  
 The towline parts and the ship is going to run aground and block the channel. 
 A fuel line cracks and is vaporising fuel over the turbo charger. 
 The engineer slips and is seriously injured in the engineroom. 
 The seaman falls over the side. 
 The ship’s propeller hits the tug’s quarter and the steering flat is flooding. 
 There is a fire below. 
 The tugmaster has a heart attack or stroke. 
 So on and so forth……………………. 

 
All these incidents have happened! This is when a two-man crew will be found seriously inadequate, risk 
management will be left wanting and the cost in human life, financial terms and environmental damage will be 
found to be enormously disproportionably expensive compared to the salary of an extra crewmember who 
contributes to ensuring a positive outcome. 
 
I have sat in the mock up of what is probably the world’s most advanced two-man tug wheelhouse and I must 
say it is impressive.  Press a button and the seat automatically slides the master up into the wrap around 
console. Each foot has a pedal for the winch controls (heave/payout & brake on/off), the dash is ergonomically 
designed, there are magnetic pressure pads opposite each knee to activate the radios, etc.   



 
 
 
 
Pièce de résistance is the computer touch screen that links to sensors and gauges throughout the tug, 
particularly the engineroom.  Touch the screen and up pops the engineroom, touch the diagram for the port 
engine and up it pops, touch the diagram of a particular unit and there you have all the information an 
engineer requires………..but you are not an engineer! 
 
Technology solves this minor issue via a wireless link back to a shore-based engineer whose role is to sit and 
monitor computer data from all the tugs in the fleet.  So what good is this when he telephones to tell you there 
is a serious problem down below when you are auto rolled up into a console with your hands and mind fully 
actively engaged in towage duties and your only crewmember is actively engaged in supporting you?   
 
Do you ask the Pilot to put the ship’s handbrake on while you deal with the problem? 
 
The thing with all the bells and whistles is that the tugmaster’s mind can only deal with a limited amount of 
information and decision making before going into sensory overload.  This phenomenon is very real and as a 
trainer I am constantly aware of avoiding it when training tugmasters; and as a tugmaster I have personal 
experience of it. 
 
When the pressure is on (at the lower end of the 20% we are focusing on) it is simply unrealistic to expect a 
tugmaster to:  
 effectively and safely drive a powerful highly manoeuvrable tug that responds instantly to the slightest 

control movement, 
 control the crew on deck, 
 respond to the Pilot’s orders, 
 monitor alarms, gauges and computer screens, 
 drive the winch,  
 operate the spotlight 
 maintain a broader situation awareness of what else is happening in the immediate vicinity, 
 etc. 

 
When we get to the higher end of the 20%:  
 a towline has parted,  
 your crewmember is over the side or injured,  
 a fire below,  
 there is tug mechanical failure,  
 the ship has lost propulsion or steerage, 
 the ship is out of control,  
 etc. 
 

It is not Safe, Efficient, Legal or Logical to be operating the tug with only one other assistant on board. 
 
To say we only operate tugs in pairs so as to assist each other is not realistic.  Once again, does the Pilot pull 
on the ship’s handbrake while tug2 is let go to assist tug1 that: 
 has lost its crewmember over the side,  
 is on fire,  
 is sinking,  
 has a seriously injured crewmember, 
 the tugmaster is incapacitated, 
 is trying to jury-rig a broken towline.   

 
I think not. 
 
A critic can say, “it is easy to tear a concept apart”   
 
So what is the answer?  I will layout one possible solution.  I know this will not be an option for all but it does 
demonstrate creative, diverse thinking while working positively with key stakeholders can lead to effective 
answers that meet all requirements for a 100% SELL towage operation. 
 



 
 
 
 
I have been involved at a managerial level of setting up a towage company that addresses the issues.  In a 
nutshell at the outset we said for Safe, Efficient, Legal & Logical reasons we will: 
 Have to have a three-man crew on our tugs. (master, engineer and integrated rating) 
 Value-add into these three-man crews. 
 Recruit and train personnel that have skills, extra qualifications and expertise that we can use in 

addition to their marine skills. 
 Employ highly motivated, skilled, multitasked mariners and then put all their abilities to productive use. 
 Create a very interesting, challenging and satisfying workplace that ensures our teams are gainfully 

and happily employed. 
 Minimised the policing role of mid-level management and covered these positions by ensuring our area 

managers and their assistants are operational tugmasters or engineers.  
 Have an operational master and engineer covered the roles of National Operations Manager and 

Technical Manager. 
 Do away with non-marine roles such as tug controllers, safety officer, security officer and absorbed 

these duties into our tug crews.   
 Ensure a large number of our integrated ratings (seamen) are qualified tradesmen so we rarely use 

outside contractors. 
 And whatever else it takes to achieve a cost effective 100% SELL outcome. 

 
In closing may I say, all of the marine personnel in this company are members of maritime trade unions; a 
large portion of them committed members.  The Australian maritime trade unions have been proactive in 
supporting this innovative approach to towage operations. 
 
I trust this response to two-man crewing is read by my fellow ITS fraternity in the positive light it is written, in 
so doing positively contributing to the debate. 
 
 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
 
 
Arie Nygh 
Seaways Consultants Pty Ltd 
seaways@aapt.net.au 
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